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Fontos tudnivalók 

 Az utasításokat pontosan kell követni.  

 Csak az utasításban megadott helyre beírt megoldás fogadható el. 

 Szótár nem használható. 

 Minden kérdésre csak egy helyes válasz adható. 

 Csak az olvasható írás értékelhető, érdemes nyomtatott nagybetűt használni. 

 Az üres, nem besatírozott négyzetekbe kell beírni a válaszokat. 

 Javítani lehet, de csak egyértelmű megoldások fogadhatók el.  
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TASK 1  

You want to travel on holiday by train with your dog in Britain. Surfing on the internet you 

have found the takeyourpet.co.uk website which gives useful information. Some words are 

missing from the text. Choose the most appropriate word from A to O on the next page for each 

gap (1-12). Use only ONE word. There is ONE extra word that you do NOT HAVE to use. Write 

your answers in the boxes after the text. There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

                                             Travelling with Pets on the Train                         

If you have any problems taking your pets on a train in the UK, please let us know.  Just email 

us at info@takeyourpet.co.uk and we'll see if we can help. We would be happy to take this up 

with the Train Company on your _(0)_.  Our mission is to make sure we can all travel with our 

pets, whenever and however we want.   This table summarizes what the National Rail Conditions 

of Carriage say about travelling with pets:  

Animals Permitted 

on train? 

Allowance per 

passenger 

Charge for 

additional 

animal 

Dogs on leads Yes Up to 2 free of 

charge 

Half adult fare 

each 

In baskets / pet carriers 

(max. 85x60x60cm) 

Yes Up to 2 free of 

charge 

Half adult fare 

each 

In baskets / pet carriers 

(larger than 85/60/60cm) 

No   

 

You may _(1)_dogs and small animals with you into the passenger accommodation of 

trains.  Animals, with the _(2)_ of assistance dogs, may not be taken into buffet or restaurant 

cars.  Animals are not generally allowed in sleeper compartments, however, dogs may be 

conveyed in sleeper cabins with the _(3)_ of the Train Company.  You should _(4)_ for such 

permission at least 48 hours before you travel.  

Except for dogs, animals must be _(5)_ in a fully enclosed basket or pet carrier designed for this 

purpose with dimensions not exceeding 85 x 60 x 60 cm.  Baskets and pet carriers must be large 

_(6)_ to allow the animal to stand and lie down in comfort.  Animals (other than dogs) that are 

too large for a basket or pet carrier with dimensions 85 x 60 x 60cm may not be conveyed by 

train.  Two animals may accompany you on trains free of _(7)_.  

http://www.moveoneinc.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/dog-on-a-train1.jpg
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A fee not exceeding half the adult fare for your journey is charged for each _(8)_ animal in 

excess of your free allowance.  An animal may be conveyed in a train's luggage van, if one is 

available.  A dog should be muzzled and its _(9)_ securely fastened as directed by Train 

Company staff.  Baskets and pet carriers must be secure.  Dogs and any baskets or pet carriers 

must be clearly _(10)_ with your name, address and destination station.  Staff will not hand over 

animals until you have proved _(11)_.  Dogs must be kept on a lead throughout your journey; 

other animals must not be taken out of their _(12)_ or pet carriers.  If your dog or other animal 

causes a nuisance or inconvenience to other passengers you may be asked to remove it from the 

train or railway premises.  

Adapted from http://www.takeyourpet.co.uk/12/infoguides/Pets+and+Trains 

 

A   behalf 

 

E  removed 

 

J  exception 

 

M  lead 

 

B  charge 

 

F  apply 

 

K  conveyed 

 

N  permission 

 

C  enough 

 

G  baskets 

 

L  ownership 

 

O  take 

 

D  marked 

 

H  additional 

 

  

 

Write your answers here:  
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

A             
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Task 2 

You are going to read a report about an Indian wildlife holiday. Your task will be to give short 

answers to the questions 13-22 below the text IN MAXIMUM FIVE WORDS.  Write your 

answers in the boxes. There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

 

'Wildlife Weekend' is designed for travellers wishing to see a tiger in India's 

beautiful Kanha National Park in the shortest possible time 
 

So this is what happens. You check in at Heathrow in London at 6.30pm on Friday. The flight is 

eight and a half hours so in theory you can get a full night's sleep but, of course, you don't. Because 

of the four-hour time difference, you arrive into the heat of India around mid-morning and spend an 

hour or so in a traffic jam travelling the one kilometre to the beautiful Hotel Leela.  

The next morning you are woken at 4.30 to drive to the airport to fly to Nagpur, where an 

old minibus collects you for the six-hour drive to Kanha. Nobody has warned you that it will be six 

hours, nor that there is no meal or toilet stops.  

Eventually we arrive at the Kanha Royal Tiger Resort about four in the afternoon and after 

a delicious lunch we are told to hop into jeeps for our first drive in the wild. Kanha National Park is 

simply gorgeous - cool woods surrounded by meadows with flocks of deer, magnificent trees and 

bright lakes. Periodically the guide stops the jeep to point out fresh tiger footprints, though we don't 

see them on the first day. 

In the evening, after dinner, the hotel manager gives us a lecture about tigers and how we 

must all lobby the government in order to save them. Kanha attracts plenty of local visitors too. It 

was made a national park in 1953 and has had great success in saving the swamp deer, whose 

numbers were down to 66 in 1970 and are now up to 350 and rising. But tigers are harder to save 

because each male needs 40 sq km of territory. 

Enough tiger talk - it is time to see one in the flesh. We are woken at dawn the next day in 

order to be at the park gate when it opens at 6 am. The park is brilliantly managed: jeeps are the 

only vehicles allowed in and each has to carry an official guide who identifies all the animals and 

birds while also enforcing the park rules - no driving off-road and no getting out of the vehicle. All 

the guides are given different routes so you feel as if you have the park to yourself. That first hour 

of driving through the cool dawn with mists still rising is extremely beautiful - later, by 11 o’clock, 

the temperature will be in the 40s.  

We are looking around happily enough, me trying to look at birds, others taking photographs 

of monkeys. I finally see a tiger, or think I do. But he is so cleverly hidden I can't be certain until he 

sits up and forms a good clear silhouette. My first tiger! But this, the guide says later, was not a tiger 

show. Huh? I couldn't understand the difference till the next morning when we had a proper 

unforgettable tiger experience.  

This is when you get out of your jeep and onto the back of an elephant. It is a wonderfully 

comfortable ride. I wished we could have done all our Indian travelling by elephant. And suddenly 

you hear a deep snoring sound and find yourself literally face to face with a tiger. It is lying in a 

rock cave, slightly uphill of the elephant so it is at your eye level, and it stares at you with an 

expression of contempt.  

The elephant swings in a circle so you can take photographs from every angle, and then 

walks back down through the bamboo to the waiting jeep. It is such a strange experience - on one 

hand, very artificial and touristy with a queue of other people waiting for their turn, but somehow 

perfectly natural once you are on the elephant - it feels as if you have become part of the jungle. 

Why doesn't the tiger resent the elephant? Why doesn't the elephant fear the tiger? The Hindu 

explanation is that tigers and elephants are both gods and therefore treat each other with respect.  
Adapted from: http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2006/apr/30/india.wildlifeholidays.observerescapesection 
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Write your answers here: 

(0) What is the destination of Wildlife 

Weekend? 

Kanha National Park  

     13 What would tourists participating in a   

          Wildlife Weekend like to do in Kanha 

          National Park? 

  

14 How long does the journey take to Hotel 

Leela? 

  

15 How often does the minibus stop for 

comfort breaks on the way to Kanha? 
  

16 What are the first wild animals tourists 

see in Kanha National Park on the day 

of their arrival? 

  

17 What is the current statistical tendency 

of the number of swamp deer that live 

in Kanha National Park? 

  

18 What are the things the official guides 

accompanying each group make sure 

visitors do not do? Mention ONE 

activity. 

  

19 What kind of routes are given to each 

guide? 

  

20 What mode of transport would the 

author of the article choose for 

travelling in India? 

  

21 Where does the author finally spot the 

tiger? 

  

22 What is the relationship like between 

tigers and elephants according to the 

Hindus? 

  

 
 
 
 
 

  

10 pont 
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Task 3 

Read this online article about the 2015 Secondary School Final Exams in Hungary published 

by the Hungary Today news agency, then study the summary. Your task is to fill the gaps 23-

30 in the summary with ONE OR TWO WORDS. Write your answers in the boxes bellow the 

summary. There is an example (0) at the beginning. 
 

 

Photo by 168ora.hu 

 

Secondary School Final Exams:  

Hungarian Students’ Academic Performance Deteriorating, Data Shows 

This year’s “medium-level” secondary school final exams in Mathematics and Hungarian Language 

have produced worse results than last year, the daily newspaper Magyar Nemzet reports, citing data 

provided by the Hungarian Educational Authority. 

Results in basic-level mathematics, which are the worst in six years, give cause for special concern, 

the article says. On a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means failure and 5 is the top grade,  averaged at 

2.84 this year, out of a total of 77 000 papers written by students. Basic-level Hungarian language 

results averaged at 3.53, also a setback from previous years. 

The so-called “medium-level”, basic exams are taken by all Hungarian final-year secondary school 

students at institutions which provide a high school graduation certificate. Increasingly, students 

applying for university have to opt for one or two advanced-level final examinations in their area of 

future study to have a chance of entering better universities. Results also serve as the basis of 

calculating university admission points. 

A combination of results in all subjects at medium-level produces a national average of 3.43 for 

2015. 

A total of 115 000 people took final exams in the May-June period, of which 80 000 finished 

secondary school this year. Students took a total of 446 000 final exams, of which 6741 papers 

(1.5%) failed to reach the 20 per cent pass threshold. Over 3000 students failed in mathematics and 

some 1000 in Hungarian language. 

Source: http://hungarytoday.hu/news/secondary-school-final-exams-hungarian-students-academic-performance-

deteriorating-data-shows-17965 
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Summary 

Hungarian School-Leavers’ Academic _(0_ Deteriorating 

Magyar Nemzet, one of Hungary’s daily newspapers published data in connection with the 

Secondary School _(23)_ provided by the Hungarian Educational Authority. The _(24)_ final exams 

in mathematics and Hungarian gave _(25)_ results than a year ago. In basic-level mathematics, the 

_(26)_ was 2.84 on a one-to-five grade scale. An increasing number of students are applying for 

university places, which means that in order to gain higher admission scores they have to _(27)_  

some advanced-level subjects for their final examinations. The total _(28)_ of candidates who took 

the final exams in May-June 2015 was larger by 35 000 than the number of those who actually 

finished secondary school this year. Out of the whole target population, 1.5 _(29)_ did not succeed. 

Three times more students _(30)_ in mathematics than in Hungarian language. 

 

Write your answers here: 

(1)  Performance  

23   

24   

25   

26   

27   

28   

29   

30   

 
 
 
 

This is the end of this part of the exam. 
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